


Sourcing Hardware readers are decision makers, each with a purchasing power of well over a 1,000 individual consumers per purchase, and having
immediate needs. For them geographical distance is no restriction on purchases.
These readers are daily taking buying decisions as part of their business, or specifying products in commercial, residential, hospitality and industrial
installations.

Sourcing Hardware is additionally distributed at numerous national and international trade shows
each year. In this way, advertisers' messages reach many more buyers who are visiting shows, looking
for new sources, and are ready to buy.

Participation in regional shows gives Sourcing Hardware exclusive access to visitor databases. Such
focused distribution of the magazine enables advertisers to break into new markets much before
their competitors.

Sourcing Hardware is not just print media - it is live communication between manufacturers and 
distribution channels. Nor is it mass media - it is a means of one-to-one communication with a
specialised category of buyers.

A promotional campaign in Sourcing Hardware is more than a visual message; it is a bundle of
services designed to bring you in touch with more and more volume buyers. Remember, each of our
readers has a buying power equivalent to over 1,000 end-consumers on every order.

A TRADE MAGAZINE IS AN INVALUABLE BUSINESS PARTNER FOR MARKETERS. It brings suppliers in touch with far-flung
dealers and specifiers, and allows companies to strengthen their brands among distribution channels. A trade magazine is the only credible
source of information about the industry, its products and manufacturers.
Sourcing Hardware plays this role to the hilt, and aims to be the most credible source of trade information for its readers. Crisp and detailed product
reports, company profiles, sector write-ups and trade show reports keep readers up-to-date about the industry and economy. For this reason,
Sourcing Hardware has become an indispensable part of all media plans within the building products sector. It works 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Readers' Buying Power

Exposure at Trade Shows

Enter New Markets

Join Hands With Sourcing Hardware

Readership
Indian volume buyers and specifiers who are daily involved in the purchase of building products

Participation & distribution at
Delhiwood
Indiawood
Constro
Fensterbau
Kitchen & Bath China
Woodtech
Mumbaiwood
Sicam Italy
China Intl Hardware Show

6% Others, includingmanufacturers
18%Bulk buyers (builders, hotels, institutions, contractors, etc)

52%Traders(distributors,wholesalers,dealers, exporters, etc)

24%Specifiers(architects, consultants, interior designers, etc)
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* Quarter/single/double column position cannot be fixed/predecided
Sourcing Hardware is published bi-monthly (6 issues in a year)


